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KUNGSTRÄDGÅRDEN

PARTI

HISTORY

CRITIQUE

1430 - Erik av Pommern’s private cabbage   
    garden.

1530 - Gustav Vasa’s private garden

1635 - the castle Makalös is built at the    
  
      south end. Surrounded by a walled   
  
      garden with armed guards

18th century - public access to the park. The
 
   lower ranks of society did not have 
   access until the end of the century
  
1796 - trees cut down to provide light in the
     tight paths. 

~1825, after the fire at Makalös, all traces of
      a garden were removed and the    
 
      surface was graveled. The park was 
      finally extended to Strömmen. 

Late 19th century - military excercise space

1953 - operated by the Chamber of 
     Commerce until 2015. The big stage.

1971 - ownership by the city. Almstriden, 
    where public disobedience saved the   
   
    elm trees at the south end.
 
1998 - the rectangular pond and the cherry
     trees

2015 - the Chamber of Commerce ceases   
  
     operations of the park, and as a last act  
  
     sells the property Sju Sekel at the
     north end to Apple, who unveil plans 
     for a new flagship store.
       

2016 - Apple gets the process for a new 
  
            masterplan started

2017 - Sellback of the site to the City, lessons 
     learned and start of transformation to  
 
     a truly public space

Kungsträdgården 1716
Still walled and gated

Makalös, at the south side, 
burned down 1825

Industripalatset, Stockholms-
utställningen 1866

Aerial view, 1950 The place for Almstriden, 40 years later

TGI Friday´s, present Apple Store, soon...

Colored postcard, 1890

Aveele, Jan van den, 1655-1722(Författare) Erik 
Dahlberg, 1625-1703(Medarbetare) - National 
Library of Sweden (Context), Public Domain, 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.

http://bevarastockholm.blogg.se/2013/may/gastskribent-
inte-varldsklass-men-makalos.html

Ny Illustrerad Tidning - Ny Illustrerad Tidning 1866, Public 
Domain, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?cu-
rid=22978915

Clear entrance Amphitheatre seating Covered public- and civic space, 
made for small scale commercial 
activities, marketplace, art 
exhibitions and public events

The portico The Grand Escalier The loge and the parterre

All at once

http://www.dn.se/sthlm/viktor-barth-kron-apple-i-
kungstradgarden
-ett-slott-for-den-moderna-tiden/

http://www.stockholmdirekt.se/i-kerold-
klangs-kvarter/dags-att-ga-i-terapi-stockholm/
aRKpcv!AOR0gCjUygtwcSshGukEtQ/

http://arkitekten.se/debatt/slang-appleforslaget-i-
papperskorgen/

http://www.svd.se/har-vi-glomt-vad-
som-ar-poangen-med-parker/av/elisabet-
andersson

http://archileaks.se/redaktionellt/kungsan-blir-apple-
park/

http://www.dn.se/sthlm/claes-britton-befria-
kungstradgarden/

http://www.stockholmdirekt.se/nyheter/nya-
bilder-pa-apple-butiken-i-kungsan-sa-sager-
stadsbyggnadskontoret/aRKpcn!z@vKi7nj@
lgA626DcFeRrQ/

http://www.dn.se/sthlm/kritik-mot-apples-butik-i-
kungstradgarden/

http://www.dn.se/kultur-noje/
kulturdebatt/stockholmar-
na-har-forlorat-sedan-lange/

http://www.dn.se/sthlm/poli-
tikerna-kraver-att-apple-byg-
ger-tva-framsidor-vid-kung-

Original photo by Larske - Eget arbete, CC BY-SA 3.0, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=19343316



Compression TensionHighestLowest

Displacement Compression - Tension - Utilization

Principal stress directions Principal stress lines

Principal stress planes

Each pair of arrows re-
presents a principal stress 

The distance a point on the structure moves under a 
given load- and support condition. During analysis, 
the maximum displacement is considered.

For optimum material usage, the compres-
sive- and tensile forces should be close to 
the material’s maximum capacity. 

The state of stress of any 
infinitesimal element of the 
surface can be represented by 
two normal- and one shear 
stress component. 

By rotating the element, the state of stress will be 
unchanged, but the normal- and shear stresses will 
change. The orientation where the shear stress is 
zero is also the one where the normal (compressive/
tensile) stresses are maximal.
There are always two orientations with this property, 
set 90° apart.

The results from Karamba are not 
always immediately useful. 
Problems include looping lines (left),
unpredictably curved lines (left)
and discontinuities (right)

Since any point on a surface has two 
principal stress directions orthogonal to 
each other, two principal stress lines can 
be traced from the point, following the  
principal stress directions on the surface. 
These lines are structurally very relevant, 
since they represent optimal  load paths. 
Material could favorably be concentrated 
to the  principal stress lines.

2nd principal stress line

2nd principal 

Normal stresses

Shear stresses

1st principal stress line

1st principal 

ENGINEERING TERMS

Principal stress lines of femur
Image from http://personal.strath.ac.uk/j.
wood/Biomimetics/inspirtational%20designs/
Eiffel%20Tower_files/image001.jpg

First principal force over 200
77 points

First principal force over 300
43 points

Uniform point distribution
135 points

* A seed point is an arbitrary point on the surface, from which the two principal 
stress lines are calculated. The lines intersect at this point at a 90° angle.The textual representation of a sample structure created by the parametric model 

Global parameters”Constants” Column parameters

TailorCrete formwork generated automatically for sample 
column, with guidance on method used, based on curvature.
This has proven a more sustainable method than conventional 
concrete casting, even for high curvatures requiring milled  
formwork.

Possibility for a limited number of window types, creating a 
custom curvature patch on the concrete surface

First principal force over 300
43 points

Support points
28 points

Perforation 9%
Perforated at 43 ”worst” 
positions

Support points
143 points

SEED POINTS* FOR STRESS LINES PERFORATION POINTS

SURFACE ARTICULATION

COLLABORATIVE PROCESS

Perforation 10%
Perforated at 47 ”best” positions

Mass: 722 tons
Displacement: 0.044 m
Utilization : -41% to 30%
Stress  -6.36e-01 to 1.1e+00

1st principal stress lines

2nd principal stress lines
Mass: 658 tons
Displacement: 0.07 m
Utilization : -80% to 65%
Stress  -5.51e-01 to 2.2e+00

Utilization Displacement

Define target radii at key points on the surface,
based on stresses, roof curvature, articulation,
legibility, aesthetic effects etc

Example of the smallest possible distance between openings, creating a geometry that is closer to being vector active than surface active. This approach is generally more
beneficial in areas of high tension than in areas of high compression, due to the different material properties of concrete and steel. 
A limited number of prefabricated glass elements can be used, creating custom concrete curvature with the TailorCrete formwork process. 
Is ideally created in synergy with a desire for articulation of seating, sunlight pattern effects or enhanced border clarity.
A LED-mesh can be fitted between the bottom glass panels, letting the perforations function as  translucent skylights during the day, as well as a part of the artificial lighting 
concept.
A limited number of different prefabricated glass elements can be used, thanks to the TailorCrete formwork process ability to create custom curvature. 

Run a circle packing algorithm, creating a smooth 
gradient of non-overlapping circles, the radii 
approximated by the previous step

Translate the circles to a preset number of rounded oblong glass 
panels, and orient them along a user defined vector field, based 
on stress lines, contours, desire for directional legibility seen 
both from above and below, and articulation

Karamba-plot of final structural model. The forces find new ways along the
perforations, and areas where the stress pattern is broken can be identified. 

Most important 
principal stress lines

Heaviest shading points Contours Flows and spaces 
on top

Flows and spaces 
on ground level

Light effectsArticulation of
seating

Mass: 651 tons
Displacement: 0.042 m
Utilization : -49% to 31%
Stress  -6.76e-01 to 1.12e+00

STRUCTURALLY INFORMED
DIGITAL DESIGN

1. 2. 3.

4. 5. 6.

Adding an integrated railing halves the 
maximum displacement and reduces stress 
in all cases tested. It acts as a beam along 
the perimeter.

Architecturally, favoring this solution is 
a mistake, though. It makes the thin shell 
structure (15 cm) look like 110 cm from the 
ground. Therefore, it is important to make 
the structure work by other means.

Displacement Displacement
Displacement

Displacement Displacement
Displacement

4.2 cm 10 cm
16 cm

2 cm 2 cm
2 cm

Cross section

Cross section

Cross section

Cross section

Cross section

Cross section

Concrete C50/60
150 mm

Concrete C50/60
150 mm

Concrete C50/60
150 mm

Concrete C50/60
150 mm

Concrete C50/60
150 mm

Concrete C50/60
150 mm

-67% -107%
-120%

-527% --70%
-57%

59% 77%
100%

53% 55%
41%

619 tons

569 tons
586 tons

643 tons 723tons
683 tons

Utilization Utilization
Utilization

Utilization Utilization
Utilization

Mass Mass
Mass

Mass Mass
Mass

Generation of alternatives

Alternative 6, with structural railing

STRUCTURAL INSPIRATION

MATERIAL SYSTEM

Surface-to-line behaviour emerges when elevating 
articulated stress lines at points in tension, proportional 
to the tension. This can serve as inspiration for seating 
and railing. The boundaries between structure and other 
architectural functions are blurred. Even though these kinds 
of ”micro-articulations” might not have a great effect on 
structural performance, it creates a coherent language for 
structure, spatial organization, tectonic articulation and 
ornamentation. To paraphrase Wiscombe, there’s a looseness 
between appearance and function

A

B

BB

    if (force > 0)//We want only compression

      crossSectionScale = 1;

    else if (force < maxForce)//large negative force

      crossSectionScale = maxScale;

    else crossSectionScale = 1 + (force / maxForce) * (maxScale - 1);

maxScale = 6

maxForce = -300

maxScale = 3

maxForce = -300

    force /= 100;

    if (force > minForce){

      double moveZ = (minForce - force) * (minForce - force) * f;

      p.Z += Math.Min(moveZ, maxMovePt);

    }

flatunmoved flatprojectedflatmoved

flatunmoved flatprojectedflatmoved

flatunmoved flatprojectedflatmoved

flatunmoved flatprojectedflatmoved

flatunmoved flatprojectedflatmoved
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STRESS ALIGNED PATTERNS

The stress pattern of Nervi’s Gatti Wool 
Factory roof can be simulated in Millipede.
A square pattern is adjusted to the stress field, 
getting denser in areas of high stress, and 
constituting optimal load paths

A version with irregular support positions

Pantheon Palazzetto dello Sport/Gatti Wool Factory
Pier Luigi Nervi

Novosibirsk Pavilion
Tom Wiscombe

Applying the square stress aligned 
pattern over a version of the structure 
developed in the thesis project. Using it 
as a basis for perforation is structurally 
sound, but leaves the designer at the 
mercy of the forces existing in the 
unperforated structure, and neglects a 
large number of  design parameters - 
unless structural expressionism is the 
main goal.

Intimate benches  1:20

35.0035.00

35
.0

0
35

.0
0

35
.0

0
35

.0
0

Concrete beam and walkable glass 1:2

Fabrication

Lightweight parametric model

Performance

Columns at high points: Columns at low points: Flat roof:

Utilization Utilization UtilizationDisplacement Displacement Displacement
-184% -143% -173%163% 130% 186%0.32 m 0.54 m 0.47 m

50 m

Whole system design

Design refi nement

Parametric conceptual model research

ARCHITECT STRUCTURAL ENGINEER

Architectural development of 
structure  on site
 

Ongoing discussions on limitations and 
possibilities for construction, and agreement 
on construction system. 

Analysis of variations

The structure should be structurally sound by
now, not having to forfeit architectural concepts.  

Continued refi ned design of 
openings on entire structure,
reinforcement patterns

Analyzing entire structure, 
dimensioning

Architects and engineers work 
separately and in parallell with copies 
of the same parametric model. 
Research into design criteria and 
structural performance can be done 
in parallell.

Explore architectural uses 
and values of the system

Explore structural
limitations of the system

Initial shape Modifi ed shape

(?)ARCHITECT

STRUCTURAL ENGINEER

Engineering model

Additional development
The entire surface model 
is analyzed with Karamba, 
using the right material and 
thickness

For example, structurally
informed perforations 

Model analyzed and 
dimensioned in SAP2000

A refi ned continuation of the 
previous parametric model, 
which hopefully won’t need 
much more structural changes

0.3
10.0
1.8

110.15

Polyline boundary
            {0;0}
0. {0.23, 0.46, 0.0}
1. 1.2
2. 3.0
3. 197.0
4. 60.0
5. True

            {2;0}
0. {0.79, 0.36, 0.0}
1. 1.2
2. 3.0
3. 166.0
4. 60.0
5. True

            {5;0}
0. {0.64, 0.72, 0.0}
1. 1.0
2. 3.5
3. 0.0
4. 0.0
5. False

            {1;0}
0. {0.16, 0.23, 0.0}
1. 0.9
2. 3.0
3. 46.0
4. 15.0
5. False

            {4;0}
0. {0.42, 0.75, 0.0}
1. 1.0
2. 3.5
3. 0.0
4. 0.0
5. False

            {3;0}
0. {0.87, 0.19, 0.0}
1. 0.9
2. 3.0
3. 322.0
4. 15.0
5. False

            {6;0}
0. {0.49, 0.24, 0.0}
1. 1.408
2. 2.482
3. 0.0
4. 0.0
5. False
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Railing/border variations

Parameters

Method

Result

Stair tectonics

Structurally best, but 
makes impression of
110 cm slab from ground level

Filleted edge, thin edge. Angled 
railing to reflect sky.

Sharpest impression

The meeting of stair/ground can be articulated to create 
a more welcoming approach and impression of a public 
staircase. Formally, this goes well with the structural 
concept, but is not structurally significant as to needing 
to be in the structurally informed model. 

Displacement

5 cm

Cross section

Concrete C50/60
150 mm

-226% 128%

519 tons

Utilization

Mass
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1. Variations
Seven 3D-printed variations of the parametric model at scale 1:400, showing the most important first (magenta) and second (cyan) 
principal stress lines. Relevant parameter changes such as roof curvature are visualized, together with a brief architectural evaluation 
for each model. 



















2. Presentation model
3D-printed model at scale 1:200
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Palazzetto dello Sport

The pattern in the concrete dome somewhat closely follows principal 
stress lines, with six lines going into each support. Like the pantheon, 
the architectural reasons for the placement of the oculus outweigh the  
structural. 

 (via Pinterest user rohanrathod) By rotating the stress pattern of the Pantheon
example 45°, it resembles the Palazzetto

Pantheon

The thicker parts around the coffers in the dome contain horizontal and 
vertical stress lines, which can be seen as originating from the vertices of 
the coffers. The material at the top acts as a compression ring.

https://engineeringrome.wikispaces.com/file/view/
Structural%20Section.png/451120940/275x393/Struc-
tural%20Section.png

A square pattern aligned to principal stress lines applied to a dome with an oculus using the Millipede 
plugin, two different scales. As the pattern gets very dense near the top, fabrication reasons (among other 
reasons) might lend it more useful to view everything as solid at that point.



Gatti Wool Factory Crematorium Baumschulenweg 

The ceiling slabs of Nervi’s Gatti Wool Factory show principal stress lines. 
It expands on the concept of coffered slabs. 

The columns in the condolence hall act rather counterintuitively as givers of light. 
The columns create irregular spaces and are overdimensioned 
according to their respective loads, but the architectural goals override those 
concerns. 

A square stress pattern in Millipede gives results very similar to the real world example. There is still a 
problem with lines not connecting in Millipede, prompting a solution if this would be easily useable in design.



CCTV HQ

The reinforcement pattern of the structure is denser in areas of high stress. 
The facade consciously reflects this - what is visible isn’t actually the rein-
forcement, but a cladding following the internal structure.

CIAB Pavilion

Zaha Hadid’s CIAB Pavilion is conceptually developed using Karamba. 
The process from concept->production drawings was just a few weeks, 
thanks to the use of parametric tools.



Phaeno Science Center New Milan Trade Fair

The precedence is interesting in terms of seamlessness, and some similari-
ty to the columns/vaults explored in the thesis project.  

Similar geometry, completely different materials, construction and archi-
tectural experience. 



Sendai Mediatheque Meiso no Mori 

Differently sized, hollow structural columns. Functions include stairs, ven-
tilation, light shafts. Varying tube dimensions create different 
character between floors.

The 20 cm thick reinforced concrete roof is supported by the four cores 
and 12 tapered columns, which are placed at low points and also work as 
drainage. The column placements were calculated by the structural engi-
neers through hundreds of evolutionary cycles, to optimize their position. 

https://14jsc.wordpress.com/2011/09/29/for-
est-of-meditation/



Taichung Metropolitan Opera Novosibirsk Pavilion

The freeform surfaces are a variation of a gyroid, where all surfaces are (in 
theory) walkably connected like a rheotomic surface. It is constructed by 
spraying concrete on a steel mesh, giving a thickness between 200 and 350 
mm.

The shape can be approximated bythe points 
where the above function is zero, creating a 
gyroid. 

Architect Tom Wiscombe explores the seamless transition between 
force-based reinforcement patterns and ornamentation, in a structure that is 
not globally, but locally optimized. What comes first, the structural optimiza-
tion or the expressive intent? Here, the border is blurred. 

http://www.flickr.com/photos/nybx6/ onlineswablog.wordpress.com



Neue Stuttgarter Bahnhof Broad

Frei Otto’s proposal gives inspiration to an elevated public space 
where the functions, like seating and paths, correspond to the stress lines.

Use of concrete ”columns” to pick people up

Riemann minimal surface,
from Wikipedia commons

http://afasiaarchzine.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/01/diller-scofidio-renfro-.-
Eli-Broad%E2%80%99s-Broad-Museum-.-Los-Angeles-7.jpg

https://timedotcom.files.wordpress.com/2015/09/spencer-lowell-the-broad-muse-
um-05.jpg?quality=75&strip=color&w=838



Metropol Parasol Public canopies in Sweden

To create a public space that attracts 
people, a large height is preferable. 
Here, the approximate height is 26 m 

https://farm9.staticflickr.com/8649/16502038801_81fb6a02d5_o_d.jpg

Old version of thesis project with 7 m height.
Kind of works, but feels somewhat truncated and 
grotto-like. Doesn’t have the immediate impact of a 
10 m version. Similar...

Glass ceiling over Vällingby Center, 14 m.
Lofty, and very different impression.

...in height to this canopy in Hammarby Sjöstad. 
Feels high, but not grand. 

www.acc-glas.se



Architectural follies Architectural representations of deconstruction, constructed primarily for decoration, but suggesting 
through its appearance some other purpose, or appearing to be so extravagant that it transcends the range 
of garden ornaments usually associated with the class of buildings to which it belongs.

By Ilja Klutman from Ballinakill, Ireland 
- the obelisk, CC BY-SA 2.0, https://com-
mons.wikimedia.org/w/

Connolly’s Folly, Ireland

Indemann, Inden, 

Follies in Parc de la Villette, 
Paris

The intervention in Kungsträdgården, fits some of the 
criteria for architectural folly

Elastic Perspective, Rotterdam Breda Watchtower, Netherlands Metropol Parasol, Sevilla

http://www.designboom.com/architecture/elastic-perspec-
tive-
by-next-architects-forms-a-sinuous-path-02-06-2014/



The Demonstrator

A proof of concept structure created with the digital fabrication techniques 
developed in the Tailorcrete research project by Gramazio Kohler. A more 
sustainable on-site fabrication process for complex concrete geometry.



STRUCTURALLY INFORMED 
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18/1 Conclusions
The initial case study investigates, as a main 
part, the relation between principal stress lines 
and daylight. 

A reason for the suitability of stress lines as 
design parameters is their independence of 
magnitude of the applied forces and
material, given that the material keeps its elas-
ticity.

It will be important to not blindly follow the 
given stress pattern, but to be selective and find 
architectural opportunities.



19/1 Conclusions
The empty shape grammar script is working.
It doesn’t do anything yet, except applying four 
empty rules randomly according to some logic. 

Rules for the grammar could include adding 
perforations, upward forces, movement of sup-
ports, and additional shell structures.

The engineering students are familiarizing 
themselves with Karamba



20/1 Conclusions
An additive process of thin, unreinforced 
concrete shells could be parametrized or rule 
based, making the stress patterns of the indivi-
dual shells align.

Important question - is it better to try to fit the 
generative method to an existing 
architectural program, or use a more random 
rule based approach as an idea generator?



22/1 Conclusions
A step towards trans-typology may be found in 
Nervi’s dome- and slab examples. 
They share the same structural logic and ex-
pression - an architectural challenge is to find 
architectural uses and meanings, and investi-
gate how they interrerlate between typologies.



21/1 Conclusions
Principal stress lines are of course present even 
in ”non-optimal”, or random free form-shapes. 
That way, designing according to stress patterns 
should be beneficial in both cases.



25/1 Conclusions
Millipede has advantages over Karamba in 
certain cases: the simple use of support regions 
instead of support points, and the ease of visua-
lizing stress lines and applying stress aligned 
patterns. 

In other cases Karamba might have advantages, 
but parameters can be transfered easily. Boole-
ans for support conditions, points from sup-
port regions, and mesh for the geometry.

Design:
A 4-step design method method to test as soon 
as possible will be:

0) Create somewhat optimal simple shell shape
1) Apply pattern to shell shape at suitable         
scale. This is a first FEM-step.
2) Make openings at positions of a select per-
centage of pattern squares with big enough area
3) Run another FEM-iteration. Remove ope-
nings that cause too high deflection of the now 
perforated shape
4) Test for daylight penetration.

Millipede support regions for shell shape, modified by upward force

An applied pattern can be varied in scale, but always follows the principal stress lines

Making round holes will require a high resolution mesh, which might slow down a 
design method requiring many iterations/evolutions. Better to not use a uniform mesh.



26/1 Conclusions
Possible program situations:
-semi-outdoor spaces
-big public spaces

Specific:
-Karlberg new station roof
-Market space (Oslo harbor, Middle East)
-Other train station
-Amphitheater in slope

Make continuous documentation models 
showing the modified structure and data like 
daylight



27/1

The stress lines, horizontal and vertical, through the 
midpoints of all cells in a stress pattern of a certain 
scale. Ideally just two stress lines should pass through 
each point?

Perforations should be designed. How will 
they impact structural performance, and 
how relevant will the structural analysis 
be?



28-31/1



1/2



2/2



3/2 Conclusions
Working definition for finding rainwater pooling on 
arbitrary mesh finished. Will show positions of poo-
lings, if any. Can be VERY slow on meshes with many 
faces, but will run rather quickly on 
unperforated meshes, so it can be done parallell to 
finding the stress pattern, but probably before ma-
king any perforations in the shape. 

An important factor to consider is the various 
models used in the worklflow in the collaboration 
between architect/engineer. Preferable would be if 
the model for initial structural analysis could be as 
simple as possible, and that model could then be used 
as a base for a more refined architectural model with 
more detailing, that would not have to undergo any 
additional structural analysis. 



4/2 Conclusions
The engineering collaborators have a seamless way 
of transferring the Karamba model to the SAP2000 
structural analysis software with Geometry Gym. For 
them to be able to send the updated model back to 
the parametric Grasshopper model would be extre-
mely beneficial. This would mean that work in the 
Architectural development phase could be done in 
parallell to the engineers’ work in SAP2000. Even if 
that’s not possible, the 
parametric model should still be able to be
updated. For all of this to work, it’s important that 
the ”architectural development”- model is parame-
tric, and a continuation of the initial shape/modified 
shape. 

Getting the thicknesses of the individual mesh faces 
given by the Millipede structural analysis. 
This can then be used with for example 
Weaverbird in the architectural development step, to 
create a refined geometry that takes the thickness into 
account when designing openings, places for walking, 
sitting etc.



5/2 Conclusions
Using a simple square stress pattern in Millipede 
works surprisingly well to mimic the structure of the 
historic precedences: The Pantheon, 
Palazzetto dello Sport (the square rotated 45°), and 
the Gatti Wool Factory.

The Millipede plugin looks promising
in replicating the design of these three 
precedences.



8/2 Conclusions
Models with thickness are preferable when ex-
porting the model to the engineering FEM-software, 
SAP2000, giving more realistic results. It is also 
preferable to have the thicknesses calculated and 
modeled beforehand, for architectural reasons, like 
later window design, thickness of walls accomodating 
seating, etc. 

Attempts were made to thicken the mesh 
according to forces, with mixed results. Simply sca-
ling the thickening by z-value gives almost 
perfect results for some shapes, and is a quick worka-
round. Spectacular failure was achieved in some cases 
using the magnitude of moment 
forces of the mesh faces (from Karamba) as a base for 
the thickening values.



9/2 Conclusions
Experiment into light-giving columns based on stress 
patterns. Can also be suitable for water 
collection. The scale of the pattern needs to be con-
sidered, as well as refinement of lines, thicknesses, 
additional scaling of thicknesses and  possible gla-
zing. This could be an architectural element where 
shell and slab shapes meet, or to enhance otherwise 
awkard places of tensile stress.
The thickness so far is simply based on the z-value of 
the mesh points. 



Setting the right material in Millipede is possible. 
Managed to get clearer pattern - according to the 
engineering collaborators, the previous shape is 
”crazy”, and would be a challenge to analyze. A next 
step is to determine the minimum model needed for 
them to make a relevant analysis - a sort of surrogate 
model.

Next step - create a preliminary landscape/large space 
with this system, with a varied roof surface

10/2 Conclusions



12/2 Conclusions
Continued work in rationalizing the geometry. FEM-
analysis in SAP of just the geometry.

StressPatternColumnBottomSupport.StressPatternLightwithoutLightDrainageColumns1

StressPatternColumnBottomSupport
Thickness20cmShellElements

Vision - openings positioned according to distance pattern 
(similar to stress pattern), and scaled according to pattern. 
Openings probably too large at this point. 

StressPatternLightwithoutLightDrainage
ColumnsThickness20cmShellElements



15/2 Conclusions
Fabrication should be taken into consideration. 
Formwork can be designed, with the double 
curved surfaces CNC cut in foam. In the Phaeno 
Science Center,  a large part of the ”cones” are single 
curved surfaces, meaning that the formwork could be 
straight planks. 

The reinforcement pattern apparently disappoin-
ted the architects, since the FEM-analysis showed a 
varied pattern, whereas the actual reinforcement was 
quite standard and uniform. Fiber reinforced con-
crete might have allowed for more articulated rein-
forcement patterns. 



16/2 Conclusions
Overlapping columns share the same curvature, 
which is good, but the patterns need to be aligned in 
a logical way. Viewing everything as a system should 
help. 



17/2 Conclusions
Keywords for contextualizing the overdecking at 
Karlberg: 
-Large scale architectural-infrastructural
interventions
-Architectural and engineering invention
-Placement at ”entrance to Stockholm” is strategic
-Provocational
-Show stress lines as a seamless transition from struc-
ture to ornament



Conclusions18/2
The limited possible areas for supports imposes cons-
traints. The idea is to make a large scale 
optimization of the floor-and roof surfaces and
supports, by shaping the surfaces according to for in-
stance the terrain, views and sunlight,

Optimization of the support positions can be done by 
an evolutionary fitness function, where the 
supports are constrained to the support areas, and 
simplified as points. 

A parallell design- and optimization of the column/
wall/spaces can be done by the architect and 
engineer, working with the same (copies of) 
parametric grasshopper model. 

Architectural exploration of the parametric column 
definition includes: 
-Varying the parametric inputs to explore which types 
of spaces can be created. When does the change from 
column to room happen?
-Placing different parametric variations on the site, in-
vestigating their relation. Can it create spaces for renta-
ble commercial program?
-Varying the amount of perforation, looking into sur-
face detailing and more
-Thinking about fabrication concerns/what materials 
should be used. Should some parts be cast in 
conrete, and some be a steel grid system?

Engineering exploration of the parametric column 
definition includes:
-Varying the parametric inputs to find limits to 
curvature, material thickness
-Thinking about fabrication concerns/what 
materials should be used. Column = one system, 
Room=another?
-How close together do they need to be?



18/2 - continued

Ground floor plan

The support areas could allow a rather 
symmetrical building, with symmetrical supports.
It is still unclear if this would be beneficial, given the 
asymmetry in elevation

Pushing the roof down where it meets the columns could be beneficial structurally, and create a more 
diverse roofscape. It would also work with the rainwater collecting columns

First floor plan Roof plan



19/2

La Voûte de LeFevre, 2012 installation
by Matter design. 

Serpentine Sackler Gallery

Neue Stuttgarter Bahnhof Frei Otto model of the Bahnhof

Conclusions
The La Voûte de LeFevre installation, made out of 
custom CNC-milled wood blocks, with the openings 
correspond to the stresses in the compression-only 
structure. 

Similar in shape to the parametric model in the thesis, 
but with some differences. The hexagonal elements re-
sult in the principal stress patterns being broken, an issue 
that can be fixed in a larger scale structure using a shot-
crete construction method. For this scale the breaking of 
stress lines  poses no problem, but might at a larger scale



22/2

1:1000
1:400

1:100



23/2 Conclusions
Placing the columns at the low points gives a clearly lo-
wer utilization than at the high points. The max deflec-
tion can still increase though.

Regarding the site, it makes sense to find another that 
can provide the good benefits of both below and above, 
with emphasis on below. 
Kungsträdgården, but more heavily sloped.

columns at high points:
mass:1.39e6kg
max deflection:0.32m
utilization:
-184 to 163 %

columns at high points:
mass:1.38e6kg
max deflection:0.54m
utilization:
-143 to 130%

flat roof:
mass:1.38e6kg
max deflection:0.47m
utilization:
-173 to 186%



24/2 Conclusions
To explore: changing the material system at strategic 
points, from concrete shell to steel/glass grid. 

Set a preliminary structure for the engineers to work 
on.

Site: Kungsträdgården, location of TGI Friday’s. Make 
the project part of the debate of who owns our 
public space. It can be a covered space for small scale 
commercial activities and pop up-stores at the north 
side, with an amphi theatre-like slope towards the 
south. 



25/2 Conclusions
Having been run be the Stockholm chamber of 
commerce since 1953, Kungsträdgården is run by Kul-
turförvaltningen i Stockholms stad since October 2015.

What the place needs:
- Public space belonging to the people living in and 
visiting Stockholm. 
-A clear entrance to the park
-Place for small scale commercial activities
-An intervention of more than fleeting permanence

http://www.dn.se/sthlm/viktor-barth-kron-apple-i-kungstradgarden-ett-slott-for-den-moderna-tiden/

http://www.dn.se/sthlm/claes-britton-befria-kungstradgarden/



29/2

More people here!

Hybrid system, transition from concrete to steel 
diagrid

Possibility for climatized areas. Non-structural enclosure, 
defined by the structural elements



1/3 Conclusions

Elevation West

1:200

Section AA

1:200

1:200

A

A

1:200

First design iteration. To consider:

-Making roof paths, and 
hiding railings, rooftop 
elevators etc from ground level views

-The glass enclosures will probably hide 
the enclosed structure during the day, 
and may 
wrongfully be perceived as structural

-Apply the already tested perforation 
techniques 

-Raise the roof quite a bit

- Accomodation for 
different social activities 

- Push the roof down to the south, use 
several amphitheater columns

-Perform sunlight analysis on ground



2-4/3

The first principal stress lines from points of highest stress, 
visualized as a stand-alone structure

INTERVENTIONS

Clear entrance

May, early afternoon

May, late afternoon

Amphitheatre seating All at onceCovered space for small 
scale commercial activities, 
marketplace and café



MID SEMINAR



HOW TO DESIGN

Whole system design

Design refi nement

Parametric conceptual model research

ARCHITECT STRUCTURAL ENGINEER

Design overall roof- and surface 
space. Shape by for instance 
terrain, sunlight.

Optimize support positions by 
evolutionary optimization

Place the ”columns” at optimal 
positions, and continue the 
refi ned design of openings on 
entire structure, reinforcement 
patterns, 

Analyzing entire structure, 
dimensioning

Architects and engineers work 
separately and in parallell with copies 
of the same parametric model. 
Research into design criteria and 
structural performance can be done 
in parallell.

Explore architectural uses 
and values of the system

Explore structural
limitations of the system

MODELS

Initial shape Modifi ed shape

(?)
ARCHITECT

STRUCTURAL ENGINEER

Engineering model

Architectural development
The entire surface model 
is analyzed with Karamba, 
using the right material and 
thickness

For example, structurally
informed perforations using 
Millipede

Model analyzed and 
dimensioned in SAP2000

A refi ned continuation of the 
previous parametric model, 
which hopefully won’t need 
any more structural analysis

Palazzetto dello Sport

The pattern in the concrete dome somewhat closely follows principal 
stress lines, with six lines going into each support. Like the pantheon, 
the architectural reasons for the placement of the oculus outweigh the  
structural. 

 (via Pinterest user rohanrathod) By rotating the stress pattern of the Pantheon
example 45°, it resembles the Palazzetto

Pantheon

The thicker parts around the coff ers in the dome contain horizontal 
and vertical stress lines, which can be seen as originating from the ver-
tices of the coff ers. The 8.2 m oculus at the top weakens the structure 
in a critical point, but of course strongly impacts the experience, and is 
after almost two thousand years still the world’s largest unreinforced 
concrete dome. The material at the top acts as a compression ring.

https://engineeringrome.wikispaces.com/fi le/view/
Structural%20Section.png/451120940/275x393/
Structural%20Section.png

A square pattern aligned to principal stress lines applied to a dome with an oculus using the Millipede 
plugin, two diff erent scales. As the pattern gets very dense near the top, fabrication reasons (among 
other reasons) might lend it more useful to view everything as solid at that point.

Gatti Wool Factory Crematorium Baumschulenweg 

The ceiling slabs of Nervi’s Gatti Wool Factory show principal stress 
lines. It expands on the concept of coff ered slabs. 

The columns in the condolence hall act rather counterintuitively as givers of 
light. The columns create irregular spaces and are overdimensioned 
according to their respective loads, but the architectural goals override those 
concerns. 

A square stress pattern in Millipede gives results very similar to the real world example. There is still a 
problem with lines not connecting in Millipede, prompting a solution if this would be easily useable in design.

CCTV HQ

The reinforcement pattern of the structure is denser in areas of high 
stress. The facade consciously refl ects this - what is visible isn’t actual-
ly the reinforcement, but a cladding following the internal structure.

CIAB Pavilion

Zaha Hadid’s CIAB Pavilion is conceptually developed using Karam-
ba. The process from concept->production drawings was just a few 
weeks, thanks to the use of parametric tools.

Phaeno Science Center New Milan Trade Fair

The precedence is interesting in terms of seamlessness, and some 
similarity to the columns/vaults explored in the thesis project.  

Similar geometry, completely diff erent materials, construction and 
architectural experience. 

Sendai Mediatheque Meiso no Mori 

Diff erently sized, hollow structural columns. Functions include stairs, 
ventilation, light shafts. Varying tube dimensions create diff erent 
character between fl oors.

The 20 cm thick reinforced concrete roof is supported by the four 
cores and 12 tapered columns, which are placed at low points and 
also work as drainage. The column placements were calculated by 
the structural engineers through hundreds of evolutionary cycles, to 
optimize their position. 

https://14jsc.wordpress.com/2011/09/29/for-
est-of-meditation/

COLLABORATIONPRECEDENCES

THESIS

In this parametric model of Nervi’s Palazzetto
dello Sport, the symbiotic relationship between
the concrete shell and the 
reinforcement pattern is made visible. 

Principal stress lines of femur Kintsugi, the japanese art of repairing 
with gold

Image from http://www.mymodernmet.com/profi les/
blogs/kintsugi-kintsukuroi

Image from http://personal.strath.ac.uk/j.
wood/Biomimetics/inspirtational%20designs/
Eiff el%20Tower_fi les/image001.jpg

STRUCTURALLY INFORMED
DIGITAL DESIGN METHODS
THESIS PROJECT
Ulf Edgren |  Studio 9 
KTH School of Architecture, Spring 2016

Architectural qualities
from structural data

Taichung Metropolitan Opera Novosibirsk Pavilion

The freeform surfaces are a variation of a gyroid, where all surfa-
ces are (in theory) walkably connected like a rheotomic surface. It is 
constructed by spraying concrete on a steel mesh, giving a thickness 
between 200 and 350 mm.

The shape can be approximated bythe points 
where the above function is zero, creating a 
gyroid. 

Architect Tom Wiscombe explores the seamless transition between 
force-based reinforcement patterns and ornamentation, in a structure 
that is not globally, but locally optimized. What comes fi rst, the structural 
optimization or the expressive intent? Here, the border is blurred. 

http://www.fl ickr.com/photos/nybx6/ onlineswablog.wordpress.com

Neue Stuttgarter Bahnhof

Frei Otto’s proposal gives inspiration to an elevated public space 
where the functions, like seating and paths, correspond to the stress 
lines.

Riemann minimal surface,
from Wikipedia commons

The thesis project aims to explore a structurally informed design process. 
The intention is not mainly to engage in form fi nding, but to investigate 
structural optimization and the fl ow of forces as a design driver. 

Basing the formal research on a trans-typological parametric system fl owing 
from column, to arch, to slab, the  project explores the architectural merits 
of using an integrated structural analysis in the early design stages, and 
also explores how principal stress lines and applied stress patterns can be 
used for surface perforation, stiff ening and articulation.

By a parallell application of these methods into a design proposal, a 
collaborative design process between architects and engineers is explored, 
where both parties are using the same parametric model. 

Effi  ciency Ornament



iMPROVEMENTS?EXISTING PROGRAM

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SYSTEM

INTERVENTIONS

CRITIQUE

HISTORY

SOCIAL 

INCLUSIVE

VERSATILE 

KUNGSTRÄDGÅRDEN FOR THE PEOPLE 

Image from 99mac.se. Apple’s proposal for a new Apple store at Kungsträdgården

Some chairs

Some more steps

The same trees

Blocked sightlines 
and blocked passage

1635 - the castle Makalös is built at the            south end. Surrounded by a walled           garden with armed guards

18th century - public access to the park

1796 - trees cut down to provide light in the
  tight paths. 

~1825, after the fi re at Makalös, all traces of
  a garden were removed and the       surface was graveled. The park was 
  fi nally extended to Strömmen. 

Late 19th century - military excercise space

1953 - operated by the Chamber of 
      Commerce until 2015. The big stage.

1971 - ownership by the city. Almstriden.

1998 - the rectangular pond and the cherry
  trees

2015 - operated by Kulturförvaltningen

Kungsträdgården 1716
Still walled and gated

Makalös, at the south side, 
burned down 1825

Industripalatset, Stockholms-
utställningen 1866

Aerial view, 1950Colored postcard, 1890

Aveele, Jan van den, 1655-1722(Författare) Erik 
Dahlberg, 1625-1703(Medarbetare) - National 
Library of Sweden (Context), Public Domain, 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.

http://bevarastockholm.blogg.se/2013/may/gastskribent-inte-
varldsklass-men-makalos.html

Ny Illustrerad Tidning - Ny Illustrerad Tidning 1866, Public 
Domain, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?cu-
rid=22978915

T.G.I Friday’s

Clear entrance Amphitheatre seating Covered space for small 

scale commercial activities, 

marketplace and café

All at once

Apple Store

http://www.dn.se/sthlm/viktor-barth-kron-apple-i-kungstradgarden
-ett-slott-for-den-moderna-tiden/

http://www.dn.se/sthlm/claes-britton-befria-kungstradgarden/



PRELIMINARY DESIGN

Top view 1:200

Perforation principle

A

A

Street level 1:200

Section AA

1:200



Randomly placed columns, 
random radius

Randomly placed columns, 
constant radius

10/3 Conclusions
Allowing columns to intersect will 
provide more freedom for a generative 
algorithm.

By allowing columns to intersect, the 
intersections create a Voronoi-like 
pattern. If all columns intersect fully in 
plan, the Voronoi pattern is perfect. 

This might not be desirable, since it 
creates sharp ridges at the intersections. 

However, the edges of the 
Voronoi-diagram might be 
used to smooth the surface. 



14/3 Conclusions
Development of a more automated 
design workflow, based on the previous 
work, intended to become a generative 
tool working at the global level of the 
structure, placing and sizing columns 
based on rules.

Step needed for quicker design iteration



15/3 Conclusions

http://www.stockholmdirekt.se/nyheter/nya-
bilder-pa-apple-butiken-i-kungsan-sa-sager-
stadsbyggnadskontoret/aRKpcn!z@vKi7nj@
lgA626DcFeRrQ/

http://www.dn.se/sthlm/kritik-mot-apples-
butik-i-kungstradgarden/

Define the principles shaping the 
structure. According to the principles, 
make the structure as effective as 
possible

-Start with a simple proposal

-Zoom out, consider how you 
experience the park/surroundings from 
the roof

-Focus on roughly 4 big columns

- Make it even higher, to create the big 
versatile space in the middle

- Test elevating the north or the south 
side

-Use the 3 diagrams: Entrance, 
Amphitheater, Versatile space

-First, lead people from Hamngatan to 
the middle

-Then, allow people up on the roof

-Make everything the same structural 
system: ground supports, roof seating, 
railings, program on top (like café). 
The second roof should be part of the 
system, not just an addition

-Make the perforations follow the 
structural requirements. Therefore, 
they should be walkable. 

-The elevator might be skipped, if one 
or more of the other columns can be 
set at a low enough angle. Otherwise, it 
should be put closer to the middle. 



16/3 Conclusions
Tension clustering can be used to 
find regions suitable for the transition 
from a surface active to vector active 
structure.

Test creating the regions with 
K-Means clustering

Test creating the regions with delaunay 
triangulation and removing large mesh faces



17/3 Conclusions
Regarding tension clustering: it will 
only be meaningful in bigger and more 
heavily concentrated tension zones. 
When making holes, the forces will 
reroute around it, altering the stress 
lines, making small tension clusters 
almost meaningless. 

TailorCrete by Gramazio Kohler, 
parametric mold for flexible wax 
formwork for concrete casting



18/3 Conclusions
Making diagrams based on stress 
patterns from selected points, and 
perforationsUniform point distribution

135 points
First principal force over 200
77 points

First principal force over 300
43 points

First principal force over 300
43 points
Support points
28 points

Perforation 9%
Perforated at 43 ”worst” 
positions

Support points
143 points

50m

Selection of points for stress lines

Perforation 10%
Perforated at 47 ”best” positions

Mass: 722 tons
Displacement: 0.044 m
Utilization : -41% to 30%
Stress  -6.36e-01 to 1.1e+00

Mass: 658 tons
Displacement: 0.07 m
Utilization : -80% to 65%
Stress  -5.51e-01 to 2.2e+00

Mass: 651 tons
Displacement: 0.042 m
Utilization : -49% to 31%
Stress  -6.76e-01 to 1.12e+00



21/3 Conclusions
First steps incorporating amphi theatre 
seating facing south



22/3 Conclusions
Discussions with engineering 
students about shared material for 
final presentation: the collaboration 
diagrams, stress line diagrams, 
technical terms. A mockup of a key 
part should be made with a method 
close to Tailorcrete: ”wax” formwork 
cast on a parametric plywood sheet. 
Making perforations would be 
relatively simple, the challenge is 
making smooth corners. In parts of the 
structure with higher tensile forces, the 
structure could transfer smoothly from 
surface to concrete ”beams”, the size of 
which are defined by the reinforcement 
bars and the necessary concrete 
thickness around the reinforcement. 

Simply cutting a hole in the concrete 
shell at a region of high tensile stress 
and putting a steel grid in its place is 
not guaranteed to work, since the force 
distribution will change when making 
the hole, with no guarantee of the 
forces relocating to the steel grid.



23/3 Conclusions
According to consultation with 
structural engineer from Tyréns, basing 
stress lines on points of highest stress is 
a good strategy

Walkable glass panels might weigh 
around 30% of the concrete removed, 
which is still good for decreased weight. 
As for cost, probably more expensive. 



24/3 Conclusions
Thesis Questions/answers

1. To what extent can we design a collaborative design process?
2. What can the architects do on their own, regarding desgning using 
structural information?
3. What can the engineers do on their own?
4. What structural data is relevant to include in the structural design?
5. Which structurally informed digital design methods are relevant?
6. To what extent can the structural data and strategies used by the 
architects be trusted? This entails both choice of methods, and the 
accuracy of software (Karamba)
7. How well does the digital model translate to the physical world?
8. What difficulties/problems arise?
9. How do the architects weigh the structural data against other hard and 
soft values? Cost, fabrication time, ligh, people flows, seating capacity
10. How can the design process relate to historical- and contemporary 
precedences?
11. How did the design proposal influence the design process?
12. What would be the next natural steps for investigation?

Defining the thesis questions and writing 
text for presentation



25/3

Text answering questions in 
regard to a collaborative process



29/3 Conclusions
-Make glossary of technical terms
-Good tectonic articulation to look 
at is how the structure meets the 
ground. Pantheon, Gherkin...
-The stress pattern can be seen 
as a new form of building grid, 
which would lend a form of logic 
to placement of other structures/
systems/materials on top of the 
structure.

Dummy for final presentation
8xA1



30/3 Conclusions
Great parks need great lawns?

Champ-de-Mars



31/3 Conclusions
Making diagrams to explain the 
basic structural concepts used in 
the project in an accessible way.



1/4 Conclusions
Explanatory diagrams



4-5/4 Conclusions
Surface-to-line behaviour emerges 
when elevating articulated 
stress lines at points in tension, 
proportional to the tension. 
This can serve as inspiration 
for seating and railing. The 
boundaries between structure and 
other architectural functions are 
blurred. Even though these kinds 
of ”micro-articulations” might not 
have a great effect on structural 
performance, it creates a coherent 
language for structure, spatial 
organization, tectonic articulation 
and ornamentation.
To paraphrase Wiscombe, there’s a 
looseness between appearance and 
function

TODO: apply with stricter pattern

http://www.pps.org/reference/11principles/



6/4

Possible context axo

Testing shading style, opacity 6%

Testing shading style, opacity 3%

Testing shading style, opacity 20%Possible zoomed in axo, or for explanatory diagrams 



7/4

http://brombach-gess.de/typo3temp/yag/00/52x503cd1f119d78.jpg

https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/736x/10/7b/3d/107b3dfd45fc36ac8eead
4b15457c635.jpg

Preferable semi-transparency of walkable glass

Staedel Museum Extension skylights, separate concrete 
formwork for each opening

Could the rounded edges be made with parametric 
formwork, or is an inserted frame preferred? Could be a 
set amount of sizes.



8/4 ConclusionsVisualization

Automatically generated spider diagrams with random 
values

The idea is to create a project 
specific ranking function of the 
outcomes, where each output, like 
mass or displacement, gets a value 
between zero (worst) and one 
(best).  For instance, a zero score for 
mass could be set at 1000 tons, and 
a one score at zero kg. This could 
be presented for any individual 
outcome as a weighted pareto 
optimal spider graph. The selection 
of outcomes could be made on a  
purely architectural basis, where the 
graph would give 

The Octopus multi-objective solver creates pareto optimal 
solutions, which there is no objectively better solution (no 
parameter can be improved without worsening at least 
one other parameter). The Octopus visualization works 
good for 2-3 variables, but it might be better to display a 
simpler graph for each selected outcome instead, as below. 



11-12/4 Conclusions
3 types of TailorCrete construction. 
The Surface can be divided 
into separate parts, depending 
on curvature and articulation 
requirements. 

Subdivision of the surfaces according to the levels of curvature
explored by TailorCrete. Different formwork methods can 
therefore be used depending on the curvature.

Wax formwork

Multi-edge formwork

Milled formwork, also recyclable

Preliminary seating around columns. Tied 
to the surface-to-line concept

http://www.tailorcrete.

http://www.tailorcrete.

http://www.tailorcrete.



13/4

Area for daylight optimization
(April 21, 9-18). The trees towards 
Hamngatan can be given more light 
by running the ”shrink wrapping 
definition”, shaping the roof with the 
columns.

”Culprit points” in green, showing the points on the roof blocking the most 
sunlight. 

These points, overlapped with less dense parts of the stress field, give an optimal 
tradeoff between structural performance and daylight, when perforating or 
removing the structure in these parts.



14/4 Conclusions

Elongation factor 0.63

Refining the stair column definition

Elongation factor 1.63

Showing how an orthogonal grid can be 
adapted to an irregular (stress pattern)

Elongation factor 2.4 Refinement of top Inspiration from Nervi’s hangars



15/4 Conclusions
TODO:

1. Apple project highly relevant. 
Contextualize, think of how to present.
2. Figure out logic of glass element 
pattern (stress, sun, symmetry, paths, 
seating, additional structures on top)
3. Test surface-to-line transition with a 
few variants.
4. Make section (of current design)
5. Select what to refine for final 
presentation

New, clean and improved definition



https://c6.staticflickr.com/3/2817/

An example of architectural tectonics and 
taking into account the societal effects of 
the building  from Alberti’s Palazzo Rucellai, 
with continuous benches at the base. 

http://mostapharoudsari.github.io/Honeybee/
Pollination
is a great parallell coordinate 
visualization tool for multi 
objective data.

Design development



Artwork 

Cases



Market space



Multi-objective optimization - merits and pitfalls

An important lesson learned is to what extent multi-objective optimization can help in the formfinding, by presenting the designer with a set of viable outcomes. 
In reality, architectural design is not often an optimization problem. 

In this specific project, the placement of columns was defined rather strictly in terms of symmetry, people flows, stair angles, framing of the area under the 
canopy, and distances between emergency escapes. The sizing of columns is defined by the suitable width of a grand staircase, minimum size of an elevator etc. 
The roof height needs to provide the impression of a large and lofty space below, and provide good views from above. The roof curvature nneds to accomodate 
seating facing the park, reasonable inclination for paths, and unobstructed paths between exits. 

The real merits of a structurally informed design process is having a parametric model that is highly responsive to design intentions. 

Without heavily reducing the parameter space to input to the evolutionary solver, most solutions will have little value, both structurally and programmatically. 
In fact, the few solutions that were somehow within the structurally acceptable range also very much resembled the best (architecturally) version created 
”manually”. A sign of acknowledgement from the Octopus results was that no acceptable solution with fewer columns (7) than the preferred design existed.



PH-huset, sharing the role of castle at the end of the garden with TGI 
Friday’s

Site revisit



Possibility of an underground floor, suitable for exhibitions
and art.

Menagerie of models variations in 1:1000



Testing different curvatures of the roof. The green arrows represent points where the inclination is less than 1/12. 

Roof curvature



Drawing test, elevation towards Sverigehuset

Design iterations



Circle packing test - possible key to a symmetric pattern of glass panels and openings

The problem with overlapping panels



0.3
10.0
1.8

110.15

The inputs
for case #6

            {0;0}
0. {0.23, 0.46, 0.0}
1. 1.2
2. 3.0
3. 197.0
4. 60.0
5. True
            {1;0}
0. {0.16, 0.23, 0.0}
1. 0.9
2. 3.0
3. 46.0
4. 15.0
5. False
            {2;0}
0. {0.79, 0.36, 0.0}
1. 1.2
2. 3.0
3. 166.0
4. 60.0
5. True
            {3;0}
0. {0.87, 0.19, 0.0}
1. 0.9
2. 3.0
3. 322.0
4. 15.0
5. False
            {4;0}
0. {0.42, 0.75, 0.0}
1. 1.0
2. 3.5
3. 0.0
4. 0.0
5. False
            {5;0}
0. {0.64, 0.72, 0.0}
1. 1.0
2. 3.5
3. 0.0
4. 0.0
5. False
            {6;0}
0. {0.49, 0.24, 0.0}
1. 1.408
2. 2.482
3. 0.0
4. 0.0
5. False

Lightweight transfer of design variants

1. 2. 3.

4. 5. 6.

7

Adding an integrated railing halves 
the maximum displacement and 
reduces stress in all cases tested. It 
acts as a beam along the perimeter

Displacement Displacement Displacement

Displacement Displacement Displacement

Displacement

4.2 cm 10 cm 16 cm

2 cm 2 cm 2 cm

5 cm

Cross section

Cross section

Cross section

Cross section

Cross section

Cross section

Cross section

Concrete C50/60
150 mm

Concrete C50/60
150 mm

Concrete C50/60
150 mm

Concrete C50/60
150 mm

Concrete C50/60
150 mm

Concrete C50/60
150 mm

Concrete C50/60
150 mm

-67% -107% -120%

-527% --70% -57%

-52%

59% 77% 100%

53% 55% 41%

 69%

619 tons 569 tons586 tons

643 tons 723tons 683 tons

448 tons

Utilization Utilization Utilization

Utilization Utilization Utilization

Utilization

Mass Mass Mass

Mass Mass Mass

Mass

Generation of alternatives

Alternative 6, with structural railing



The elevator column in the middle needs 
to create a space around it to justify its 
position. Better to create a large open 
space underneath.

Moderate  roof curvature gives good structural 
performance, but lacks a bit of symmetry and 
would benefit from wider spacing of front 
columns.

Corners a bit sharp, great performance, a bit 
heavy. Good symmetry and roof curvature.

Great performance, creates varied roofscape. 
Front edge could be lowered to provide better 
view of park.

Evaluation

1.

4. 5. 6.

2. Structurally too weak. The roof is too flat to 
provide an interesting view, both of the park, 
and regarding visual impact of the structure. OK 
symmetry, a bit small roof area, front columns too 
narrowly spaced.

3. The extreme roof curvature gives a huge 
deflection, and creates too extreme a landscape on 
top. Problem with centered elevator and narrow 
front column placements.



The structure gives the impression of a symmetric portico, seen from 
the south, reminioscent of the south facade of castle Makalös on the 
south side of Kungsträdgården...

...but it’s a trompe l’œil, like a distorted projection across the park. 
Also, time.

Inspiration for light patterning from canopy structure

Formal concepts



Stress aligned pattern, color coded according to grid size (and thus stress). 
Denser grid = higher stress . Grid size roughly 0.3 to 1.5 m. 
Time to calculate in Millipede: approx. 35 mins. 

The 80’s cyberspace version

Stress patterns



Grotesque script

Stress lines are dimensioned according to stress, and elevated at points of tension - no additional modeling



Diploma days catalogue picture



The elevator column acts as a sun dial on the grid 

Inspiration from Le Grand Escalier. A noble gesture for everyone. 

The elevator effectively hidden from Hamngatan The stress lines used as a guide for seating, 
which in turn is a space divider 

8am 10am 12pm 2pm 4pm

Design development



Design development

The south part of the roof gets its influence from the Grand Circle of a theater, with the upper anterior part assuming 
the role of the loge, and the existing fountain area assuming the role of the parterre. 
The park becomes the play area and stage.

Front curve of structure changed to cut part of the front, exposing the two ”balconies” to the parkv



Elevation test

Slightly inclined offset railing shows the thin shell edge. Test made with older version. Elevator visible from front, not from Hamngatan. 
The surface above the Grand Staircases should have dense and small perforations, for shadow pattern on the stairs. 
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Railing/border variations

Structurally best, but makes impression of
110 cm slab from ground level

Filleted edge, thin edge. Angled railing
to reflect sky.

Sharpest impression



Impact of structure height
6.
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Rain from different anges. Minor change in dry ground area when changing from 10 to 8 m roof height. 

Old version with 7 m height. Kind of works, but feels
somewhat truncated and grotto-like. Doesn’t have 
the immediate impact of a 10 m version. Similar...

Glass ceiling over Vällingby Center, 14 m.
Lofty, and very different impression.

...in height to this canopy in Hammarby Sjöstad. 
Feels high, but not grand. 

www.acc-glas.seGoing from 10 to 8 m average height (20% reduction)
only saves 5% material, and has very little impact on 
structural performance.

At 10 m average height, still not dominating
the surroundings in terms of scale.



Oblong circle packing reacting to local constraints

Circle packing on surface mesh. Different target sizes can be chosen, and regions with small and big circles can sharply or less sharply defined. The sizing of 
depends on criteria like spacing between seating rows, or the wish for more and smaller openings above the stairs, for shadow effects on the Grand Staircases, and 
avoiding having large glass panels in areas of high stress (the glass could break) or the surface is of too high curvature. So, the overall shape should be designed as 
to not have too high stresses at points where large glass panels are preferable

Make the circles oblong, which greatly helps in experiencing the pattern and directionality. Align the openings with a vector field created by curves drawn on the 
surface. These are made to correspond to path directions, seating arrangements and to create a smooth pattern. Preferably, the field is designed to align in parts 
with the existing stress field, which can be easily assessed from the real time analysis. This is the case with seating around columns, flow down the stairs, seating at 
the ”balconies” and the curved path from the elevator to the top point.



Testing aligning the openings along the short side - not very legible pattern Increasing density of circles at points of tension (corners)
and decreasing it at parts used for the large seating

Test aligning with contour curves only. Works well in areas where 
seating and paths are aligned to contours - also stress curves - but is 
messy in flat areas (like the middle top)

Only works with lines, but an attractor ”star” works as a point



Placing the pink target size circles gives good control of size distribution. Possible reinforcement pattern, like a dragonfly wing - but it is a bit 
contrived to use for other things, if even reinforcement, since directions 
already direct the patterns, and the Voronoi pattern breaks that. Would 
also mean many joints.



Small offset from the original circles      Two directional fields meeting in the middle           Large offset from the original circles

Different offsets



Failed 3dprints showing utilization New 3dprints showing principal stress lines

3D-prints of variations



3D-prints of variations, showing principal stress lines



Variations, old position



Variations, updated position



3D print of presentation model



Architectural follies Architectural representations of deconstruction, constructed primarily for decoration, but suggesting through its 
appearance some other purpose, or appearing to be so extravagant that it transcends the range of garden ornaments 
usually associated with the class of buildings to which it belongs.

By Ilja Klutman from Ballinakill, Ireland - the 
obelisk, CC BY-SA 2.0, https://commons.
wikimedia.org/w/

Connolly’s Folly, Ireland

Indemann, Inden, 
Germany

Follies in Parc de la Villette, 
Paris

The intervention in Kungsträdgården, fits some of the 
criteria for architectural folly

Elastic Perspective, Rotterdam Breda Watchtower, Netherlands Metropol Parasol, Sevilla

http://www.designboom.com/architecture/elastic-perspective-
by-next-architects-forms-a-sinuous-path-02-06-2014/
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